
2. Initial Timescale : The timescale for these developments should be much shorter than 10 or 30 
years, we can make step by step improvements in a short scale of time, the needs are there and 
sometimes can be thought as urgent (eg reducing present large clinical margins because of the 
uncertainties we have on range). 

II. Top 12  general concepts and LEIR specs 

1. Mid-term vision : Developments in the field of detectors for in beam monitor and imaging in 
radiation therapy should have the adaptive therapy as a goal, as for photons. Maybe the sentence 
representing the goal to drive these developments in the short and mid-term will be “Clinical 
adaptive radiation therapy on line for the patient of the day”, associated to fast detectors and 
software for image acquisition and evaluation, segmentation, re-planning and quality control for online 
delivery of an adapted pattern per fraction. Detectors should work from source to patient. Imaging 
from diagnosis to follow-up. And both with associated research covering the needs in physics, 
biology and clinics.  
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I. Introduction 
 
In this text we present the summary of the concepts, presentations and discussions on the subject 
“Detectors for in-beam monitoring and imaging (in hadrontherapy)” exchanged between the 
participants to the CERN Medical applications workshop at Divonne les Bains on the 15th-16th 
February 2014.  



3. Global objectives : Shared with other European collaborative projects, the global objectives can 
be presented as developing real-time non invasive monitoring, quantitative imaging, precise 
determination of delivered dose, fast feedback for optimal treatment planning, real-time response to 
moving organs, simulation studies and others. 

4. In priority : beam analysis, range monitoring and management of organ movements: 
Monitoring the beam in the beamline (nozzle and elsewhere, measuring position, energy and dose) 
should be developed, they can partially replace and reduce the amount of quality controls at 
isocentre (at present time consuming and affecting throughput). 
A priority should be given today to reducing the uncertainty on the range. Detectors can be 
conceived/optimized to monitor the energy of the beam in the delivery system itself, (there is some 
ongoing work on the field), complemented by patient imaging detecting the beam deposition in the 
patient itself, based on nuclear fragmentation effects during the treatment (PET, gamma,…see later 
“B. Specific systems”).  
Systems to monitor, mitigate and -in general- manage the organ movements must be developed 
using detectors to reduce the surrogate of internal movements (breath holding, gating, tracking, ITV, 
fiducials, margins, 4DCT, fluoroscopy, repainting,…). 
The developments on this field should take into account the cost, the operating conditions (fast, 
easy, throughput…) and the hospital environment, as well as their spread and collaboration with 
industry. 



6. Present clinical environment in hadrontherapy : (a) specific developments in imaging 
detectors for gantries vs fixed lines and passive vs scanning systems : While rotating the 
patient seem to be an attractive solution to the cost of gantries, the associated changes in the 
anatomy, should require specific and complex tools (eg imaging, elastic correlations, fast 
segmentation,…) and procedures (immobilisation, …) to reimage, replan, ... A few selected locations 
can be treated (eg eyes, head,…) and some could even could get benefit of a seated position using a 
fixed line (eg lung ?), associated imaging system should be available for such approach in 
patient setup. The priority of this approach should be the object of further discussed before 
defining this strategy. 
Both passive and scanning systems must be taking into account, with the scope of continuous 
development of the scanning system as the choice for the future systems. 
Imaging and positioning systems (eg robotics) should be implemented in the research line as 
close as possible to the clinical lines. 

5. LEIR Beam specs and their relationship with detectors : LEIR specifications on a beam need to 
be close to clinical beams and beyond (eg energies higher than 250 MeV, intensities 1pA to 10nA). 
One problem in the specs of the research beam line should be  the need to simulate, if possible, 
different beam production and delivery systems (eg from cyclotron, synchrocyclotron or 
synchrotrons including different beam frequencies, as well as passive and scanning systems,…).  
Biological studies will request also beams and detectors specifications different from the clinical 
ones.   
Should online control adapt to the treatment modality or viceversa? eg of this last approach : to 
deliver a short first spot or to reduce the frequency of the beam to control energy, positioning,… 
during treatment. 



7. Incidence of future beam delivery systems and next generation of accelerators (eg fast 
repainting, microstrip irradiations, W effect, nanoparticles, lasers, multi-isotopes accelerators, 
radioactive beams…): they will have different specs for detectors as to work with different LETs  
with a high instantaneous dose rate, with mini or micro beams distributed in space, with 
specific time patterns, on very complex inhomogeneous media .. Need to envisage innovative 
solutions on detectors keeping them at low cost, fast an easy to use, stables, radiation 
hardness...(exs GEM, diamond,…).  

9. Human ressources and technical environment : Measuring, modelling and simulations are 
essential at LEIR.  It is absolutely essential to have multidisciplinary team including software, 
hardware and simulation people working together. Developments on fast electronics, data 
acquisitions systems, computer networks,… will be essential. 

8. Need basic research in the field : for range verification, in vivo dosimetry and other approaches 
we need deeper knowledge on nuclear data , cross sections, Monte Carlo based simulations and 
other data (beta+ yield, gamma ray emission,…), requiring a variety of beams, dedicated apparatus 
and beam time availability. Also very low energies and dose rates could be necessary in this and 
other associated research. As combined treatments are used, including the effect of drugs and 
others, it will be necessary to conceived concepts others than dosimetry to evaluate additive effects, 
not only based on LET, but maybe moving towards “Biometry”.  



10. The long term developments in the field of detectors for medical applications: for 
hadrontherapy, it could be based on similar approaches already done for CERN large detectors, like 
a large scale set of crystals detectors around the patient to reduce time, improve resolution and the 
amont of information collected during a treatment (eg in vivo dosimetry and monitoring functional 
changes…). As for the short and mid term detectors, they should take into account also the cost and 
the hospital environment, as well as their spread and collaboration with industry. 

11. Leading and practical aspects :  Basic measurements and modelling ; novel 
detectors/electronics developments; software (simulations, image reconstruction); clinical 
constraints (moving organs); clinical feedback and relevance; translationnal aspects; education and 
dissemination, among others.   In the more general field of imaging  we can include : novel PET 
technology; sub-10 ps electronics; digital DAQ based on modern FPGAs for high granularity high 
connectivity system, computing networks for parametric images strategy and biomarkers mining, new 
Imaging methodology (e.g., Photoacustic, Cerenkov,..), hybrid imaging methodology, very fast 
detectors for synchrotron radiation biological applications, e.g., dynamic unfolding of proteins and  
protein crystallography, and more… 



12. Which strategies should be envisaged for LEIR experimentation?  
CERN-driven? International collaboration on a single device? Open platform to external users? 
Detector technology developed in particle physics and nuclear physics is highly relevant in other 
domains of imaging. Life sciences should profit from the latest and most innovative devices, including 
sub-10ps time resolution, new methodologies, multimodality imaging, networks,…. There are 
dedicated programs funded by EU to get better sensitivity and specific tools for medical applications 
(endoscopy, prostate, brain, stem cell tracking, tissue repair monitoring) including also domains not 
restricted only to cancer or to specific diseases: cardiovascular diseases, neurological sciences. The 
project at CERN should work in synergy with other programs of medical (and non medical) 
applications of detectors and, even if concentrated on hadrontherapy, the results in this domain will 
surely contribute to others. 

B. Specific systems :  

1. PET: for dose deposition monitoring through activation, it can be in-beam, in-room, off-line. Mature 
components but not great interest from industry (small market). Degradation of dose-activity-
correlation by metabolism, low counting statistics, missing real time capability… Need very fast 
systems (below 100ps), depending on the chosen approach (in room, out room, far…). Time of Flight 
measurements greatly improve the performance of the system. Need to improve time resolution a 
factor larger than 10. Either there is to expect a breakthrough, or the PT-PET community 
should buy their detectors (tomographs) from companies. PET-MRI is possible because of the 
efforts of particle physics in building magnetic insensitive electronics systems. PET imaging can be 
improved about tenfold using C11 instead of C12 ( eg Chiba with open CT). They are not so different 
to C12 in their properties for treatment. 



2. Prompt gamma: collimated gamma cameras and Compton cameras.  imaging can get 
millimetric resolution on range variations. For C-ions, statistics is lower, need TOF to get appropriate 
resolution. Industry (eg IBA) is building its own (we are close to tech transfer for this detector). 
Compton cameras are far from commercial prototype, needs more development. 
We are still at the stage of observing longitudinal profile, and for the moment we are restricting to 
small size detectors. 
There are beam time structure issues and energy issues. One of the challenges is beam monitoring 
depending on the frequency and the intensity of the beam per pulse  (eg beam pulses each 20ns with 
Synchrotrons, difficult to monitor at 108 pps) as well as getting the chemical composition using the full 
energy spectra of data. 
It should be of interest to be able to work in heterogeneous regions and to have goals such as  
identifying special regions such as hypoxia. 

3. Secondary proton imaging (vertex imaging): applied to Carbon beams. The comprehension of the 
method is progressing. We can expect mm resolution on range variations in homogeneous targets 
(simulations + experiments are telling us this). Tera plastic scintillator stack 30 × 30 cm2, high rate 
(~ 106 s-1). Patient dependent calibration related to multiple scattering. Still in its infancy but 
very promising. 

4. Other methods to assess the particle range and different physical effects: 
- acoustic signals 

o need proof or principle at therapeutic beams 
- Radiation induced  MRI: visible signals for certain cases (vertebral bone marrow, liver, …) 

Other organs, dose sensitive contrast agents and time dependence under investigation 
- In-room scanners with molecular imaging capabilities : biomarkers for biologically adapted 

radiation therapy. 
- Cerenkov 

 
5. Particle radiography and CT: needs higher energy to traverse the patient, it gives a direct 
measurement of the energy loss. Several prototypes going on. A new modality to detect the range is 
being developed using magnets optics to convert it in a planar image. 
Is the dose really lower than x-rays? It is still no clear how many particles are necessary to get a good 
quality radiography. Modelling and experiments still necessary. Energy resolution of 1% and spatial 
resolution of 1mm could be a limit because of multiple scattering inside the patient (a bit better for 
carbon) 
 
6. Multimodal solutions:  
CNAO: it will be possible to follow what is being developed in the project INSIDE.  
Brahme: A fully integrated PET-CT-PC (projection camera) with higher sensitivity could provide high 
quality images in 1-2 minutes. It is possible to also get phase-contrast x-rays (two projectors) with 5 
microns resolution.   
 


